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Song  Anja Strik text and composition, Henri Doeleman orchestration and production 

 

I'm a river 

 

(refrain) 

O, let me tell you about me being a river 

But what can I say about how it feels to flow 

Is it really true that I only follow 

the flow of the river wherever it goes? 

 

I have been in still corners cut off from the stream 

It seemed as if I no longer took part in its gleam 

I wasn't aware of the fact that even there  

in this part of the river (where) the water stood still 

the stream would get a hold on me despite of my own will. 

 

refrain 

 

Sometimes the strong current dragged me down below 

no way of escaping the sensational fall 

sank down in its depth lost sight of where I went 

in this part of the river I lost all control 

as if I ever had had it, I just let myself go. 

 

Suddenly it seemed (as if) I just went up stream 

the rock that I hit on my way tore me apart 

It broke my heart being ripped off from my dream 

who I really was, who I was meant to be 

fooling myself trusting and hoping 

this rock showed its love, gave meaning to me. 

 

The river too small for the great life inside 

just like a torrent I went over land 

swallowed the people and felt really grand 

praised natures grandeur but was I so sure 

seeing all the sorrow too painful to ignore 

 

refrain 

 

Every now and then I'm floating tranquilly 

my view is so bright and I think I can see 

where this old river leads me to one day 

but I am mistaken when I would say 

that this is how it really should be 

'cause I am a river all the way. 
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